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Multidimensional extension of the Cosine Law
Mr. Enzo Bonacci (Italy), Honorary Doctor

Abstract
Some binomial properties permit to extend the Cosine Law to powers
greater than two, i.e., on synclastic surfaces (cf. ref.[1]).
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Binomial properties for even numbers 2n>2
Let us recall the Pascal’s triangle through the binomial
coefficients Ci,j until i=9:
C0,0=1
C1,1=1
C1,0=1
C2,1=2
C2,2=1
C2,0=1
C3,1=3
C3,2=3
C3,3=1
C3,0=1
C4,1=4
C4,2=6
C4,3=4
C4,4=1
C4,0=1
C5,1=5
C5,2=10 C5,3=10 C5,4=5
C5,5=1
C5,0=1
C6,1=6
C6,2=15 C6,3=20 C6,4=15 C6,5=6
C6,6=1
C6,0=1
C7,1=7
C7,2=21 C7,3=35 C7,4=35 C7,5=21 C7,6=7
C7,7=1
C7,0=1
C8,1=8
C8,2=28 C8,3=56 C8,4=70 C8,5=56 C8,6=28 C8,7=8
C8,8=1
C8,0=1
C9,1=9
C9,2=36 C9,3=84 C9,4=126 C9,5=126 C9,6=84 C9,7=36 C9,8=9
C9,9=1
C9,0=1
…

For binomial coefficients Ci,j with i=2n>2 we may notice that:
if 2n=4 then C4,1+C4,2+C4,3=14<4·22=16;
if 2n=6 then C6,1+C6,2+C6,3+C6,4+C6,5=62<6·24=96;
if 2n=8 then C8,1+C8,2+C8,3+C8,4+C8,5+C8,6+C8,7=254<8·26=512;
and so on…
Let us sum up the above formulae as follows:
0<C2n,1+C2n,2+  +C2n,n+  +C2n,2n2+C2n,2n1<2n·22n2;
thus we get the first relevant binomial property:
n,kN, n>1, 0<k<2n: 0<kC2n,k /(2n·22n2)<1
(1.1)
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For binomial coefficients Ci,j with i=2n>2 we may also notice that:
if 2n=4 then C4,1+C4,2C4,3 =2;
if 2n=6 then C6,1+C6,2C6,3+C6,4C6,5 =2;
if 2n=8 then C8,1+C8,2C8,3+C8,4C8,5+C8,6C8,7 =2;
and so on…
Let us sum up the above formulae as follows:
C2n,1+C2n,2  C2n,n   +C2n,2n2C2n,2n1 =2;
thus we get the second relevant binomial property:
n,kN, n>1, 0<k<2n: 1<k(1)k·C2n,k /(2n·22n2)<0
(1.2)
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The Cosine Law extended to superior powers
Denote a,b,c the three sides of a flat triangle, being a,b,c>2.
By triangular properties, we have:
cb<a<b+c;
(cb)2n<a2n<(b+c)2n.
By expanding the binomials, n,kN, 0<k<2n:
c2n+b2nk(1)k·C2n,k·b2nk·ck<a2n<c2n+b2nkC2n,k·b2nk·ck.
According to the binomial properties 1.1 and 1.2, we have:
0<kC2n,k·b2nk·ck/[2n·(bc)2n1]<kC2n,k /(2n·22n2)<1;
1<k(1)k·C2n,k /[2n·(22n2)]<k(1)k·C2n,k·b2nk·ck/[2n·(bc)2n1]<0.
Hence there exist two values, whose moduli are inferior to the unity,
interpretable as cosines of two angles 1(0,) and 0(,):
cos1=kC2n,k·b2nk·ck/[2n·(bc)2n1];
cos0=k(1)k·C2n,k·b2nk·ck/[2n·(bc)2n1];
therefore:
b2n+c2n2n·(bc)2n1·cos0<a2n<b2n+c2n2n·(bc)2n1·cos1 .
By comparing, there is an angle 2n(0,1) such that:
a2n=b2n+c2n2n·(bc)2n1·cos2n .
Since a is any side, the Cosine Law is extendable to any 2n index:
nN, a,b,c>2, 2n,2n,2n(0,):
a2n=b2n+c2n2n·(bc)2n1·cos2n
(2.1)
2n
2n
2n
2n1
b =a +c 2n·(ca) ·cos2n
(2.2)
2n
2n
2n
2n1
c =a +b 2n·(ab) ·cos2n
(2.3)
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The Cosine Law extended on synclastic surfaces

Let K() represent the Gaussian curvature of a geodesic
triangle: K()=++(,, interior angles of ). Synclastic is a
surface on which the Gaussian curvature is everywhere positive: K>0.
The triple of angles deriving from the 2n-dimensional extension of the
Cosine Law (2.1-2.3):
2n=arcos{(b2n+c2na2n)/[2n·(cb)2n1]
(3.1)
2n=arcos{(a2n+c2nb2n)/[2n·(ca)2n1]
(3.2)
2n
2n 2n
2n1
2n=arcos{(a +b c )/[2n·(ab) ]
(3.3)
belongs to triangles 2n with same sides a,b,c>2 but variable
curvatures K(2n)0.
If n=1 the triangle 2 is flat, i.e., at null curvature K(2)=0.
If n>1 the triangle 2n is geodetic, i.e., at positive curvature K(2n)>0.
If n the triangle  is degenerate, i.e., at curvature K()=/2,
with ===90°.
Therefore while n grows from 1 to  there is the passage from a flat
surface, i.e., in a null curvature space K(2)=0, to a synclastic surface,
i.e., in a positive curvature space K(2n)>0.

Multidimensional increase from 2, 2,2<90°
In Figure 4.1 we have the basic triangle, with sides a,b,c>2 and
angles 2,2,2<90°.
4

Fig. 4.1

Fig. 4.2
2

2n

2 2

2n

By 3.1-3.3, in Fig. 4.2
nN, n>1:
2<2n1<2n<90°
2<2n1<2n<90°
2<2n1<2n<90°
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2n

Multidimensional increase from 290°
In Figure 5.1 we have the basic triangle, with sides a,b,c>2 and
an angle 290°.
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Fig. 5.1

2

2

2n
2

2n

Fig. 5.2
2n

By 3.1-3.3, in Fig. 5.2
nN, n>1:
90°≤2n≤2n1≤2
2<2n1<2n<90°
2<2n1<2n<90°
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Degenerate triangle 

With growing n any flat triangle 2 with sides a,b,c>2 (Fig. 6.1
and 6.2) degenerates in a triangle  (Fig. 6.3) whose inner angles are
===90° and whose curvature is K()=++=/2.
Fig. 6.1

Fig. 6.3
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2,2,2<90°
∞

Fig. 6.2
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2 ≥ 90°
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∞
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Conclusions
An ordinary triangle lies on a flat surface (Fig. 7.1), i.e., has a
2-dimensional curvature K(2)=++=0, and its Cosine Law is
bidimensional as well:
a2=b2+c22cb·cos2
2
Fig. 7.1
2
2
2
b =a +c 2ca·cos2
c
b
2
2
2
c =a +b 2ab·cos2
2

2
a

A 2n-dimensional triangle with sides a,b,c>2 and n>1 it lies on
a synclastic surface (Fig. 7.2), i.e., has a 2n-dimensional curvature
K(2)=++>0, and its extended Cosine Law (2.1-2.3) is 2ndimensional as well:
a2n=b2n+c2n2n[(cb)2n1]·cos2n
2n
Fig. 7.2
b2n=a2n+c2n2n[(ca)2n1]·cos2n
c
b
c2n=a2n+b2n2n[(ab)2n1]·cos2n
2n

2n

a

A ∞-dimensional triangle with sides a,b,c>2 lies on a
synclastic surface (Fig. 7.3), i.e., has the ∞-dimensional curvature
K(∞)=++/2, and its degenerate Cosine Law (2.1-2.3) is ∞dimensional as well:
a∞=b∞+c∞
=90°
Fig. 7.3
b∞=a∞+c∞
c∞=a∞+b∞
c
b
=90°

=90°
a
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